The Public Authority for Water (DIAM) is the water service provider, responsible for supplying high quality, sustainable and reliable potable water in Oman.

REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)

Public Authority of Water (DIAM) is currently supplying water to around seventy (70) remote coastal areas of Musandam Governorate in a daily basis through ship tankers from two sources located at Dibba and Khasab Willayats. The delivery of water through ship tankers results in water disruptions.

In order to secure the continuity of supply and improve services to those areas, DIAM wishes to invite Interested Parties to submit their Expression of Interest to participate in the Design, Build, Finance, Operate and Maintain potable water supply systems for the remote coastal areas at Musandam Governorate.

The aim of this project is to secure the production and distribution of water supply for those areas ensuring product water compliance with Omani Drinking Water Standards.

The contractor may study the optimal distribution of bulk water production facilities including small desalination plants or alternative proven technology to ensure the continuous deliver of water.

Omani and international companies can submit their EOI, providing that they fulfill the following requirements:

- **Proven record of accomplishment of construction, operation and maintenance of water desalination plants or alternative proven technologies to produce potable water in the last five (5) years.**
- **Proven record of accomplishment of minimum five (5) years of experience as an operation and maintenance service provider for a water utility.**
- **Financial Turnover record higher than Omani Rials one (1) million for each of the last five (5) years.**

Interested parties shall submit their Expression of Interest along with a valid Company Registration, Company Profile, Organization Structure and relevant experience no later than COB on **Monday, 27th April, 2020** via email to **ptc@diam.om**.

All companies registering their interest will receive Tender Documents which will include all technical and commercial details of the project.